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dpa-AFX International Compact Feed
ThE English web feed Dpa-afx international compact provides comprehensive news coverage of all the
relevant economic and financial events across the globe.
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Overview
This near-time feed has been especially designed for websites and intranet platforms. With up to 300 news items per day
dpa-AFX International Compact keeps your website clients, visitors and employees up to speed with the latest financial news.
The service focuses on company news and provides frequent and comprehensive stock market updates. In addition it supplies all economic reports required to manage investments efficiently and includes news on Forex, Commodities and Bonds.

Coverage
Company News

Macroeconomics

 News on important US, Canadian and UK companies
 Coverage of important European Blue Chip companies
 Near-time news on Asian companies (especially China,
India and Japan) which affect the European markets
 Full breadth coverage of Quarterly, Half Year and Full Year
company results
 Near-time news on Mergers and Acquisitions
 Stock Splits, Buybacks and Dividend announcements
 Reporting on significant management changes
 Coverage of the performance of IPO’s and new issues on
the market
 All Ad Hoc disclosure notices via DGAP, EANS and TR One

 Fast and accurate news on interest rate changes from our
specialist reporters covering the US Federal Reserve, Bank
of England, Bank of Japan and the European Central Bank
 Comprehensive and accurate coverage of economic indicators from throughout the US and major centres in Asia
 Full global coverage of major foreign exchange markets,
with technical currency analysis, alerts and reports
 Reports on Commodities, such as oil (OPEC, IEA) and gold
 Coverage of US government bond markets
 Reports on country credit ratings (S&P, Moody’s, Fitch)
 Data watches providing instant analysis of economic indicators like inflation and other market moving releases
 Reports on meetings of
the International Monetary
In cooperation with
Fund, World Bank, World
Trade Organization, other
international agencies

Stock Market

 Full expert coverage of US equity news from our skilled and
experienced specialists, with outlooks and scheduled daily
reports
 Full coverage of all major European and Asian stock markets in summary reports throughout the day
 Reports on individual stock exchanges in China, France,
Germany, Japan and UK
 Summaries of the most influencing recommendations
throughout the day
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